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JOHN STEWART MEMORIAL LECTURE-1958

A Teach er's Eye View of the
Future of Med icine
H.B. Atlee
You will find my text in Ecclesiastes where it says : " \Yherefore Ipercei,·e
that there is nothing" better than that a man should rejoice in his works ....
for who shall bring him to see what shall be after him?" But since the writer
of E cclesias tes was a disillusioned old cynic, and since I have always been one
who preferred to ligh t a fire under the pot rather than merely stirring what's
in it, I am going" to take my text in an im·erted way. There comes a time
when a man can no longer rejoice in his works a time when he must ask himself seriously what shall be after him. L et me therefore try to light a fireor at least a fc"· hotfoots-under some of the situations that face us as a profession. Let me ask you, as I h:n·e asked myself, ccrtvin questions about the
hazardous and pcrtu'·bing" future towards which we are moving so rapidly.
If the past 150 ye'.1.rs show anything they show that while the tempo of our
ad,·ance as a race is increasing at a dizzying pace, the advance itself is most
uneven. In scientific achie,·ement and technological development we are
away out in front of our capacity to safely manipulate our gains; in psychology
we haYc far outstripped our morals-and tho pace of this outstripping is so
disturbing that we arc sufferi ng increasingly serious tensions. It is possible
that. if we do not soon incrca:>e the speed with which our insight and our morals
catch up with the other ad,·ances. we may one way or another destroy ourselves.
\Ye in the wc5tern world cYen if we survive the threat of the atom bombmay become so afraid and so neurotic that we will not only lose faith in our
present way of life, but as the speed of our disillusionment and the Russian
economic ad,·ancc contin ues lose faith in our capacity to amend and develop
our way of life to meet our needs, gi,·e in to the tremendous pressure to accept
communism or some other absolu!l'. and follow some phoney I<,uehrer into some
phoney promisC'd land.
I raise this somewhat dismal bogey not because I believe that it is inevitable, but because it constitutes a ,·er.r real menace unless we decide to live
more dangerously and cxperiment1lly in the realm of ideas. At present I see
no clear sign that we ha,·e so decided. In science we have allowed governments through fear to preYent the free exchange of knowledge, in politics we
are intensely afraid of novelt_,., morally we have made little advance since the
first century, A.D. Our institutions-guided too often by old men and young
m en who were born old-a.re am1zingly unreceptive to suggestion and tragically stick-in-the-muddish. Doesn ·t our own profession as au organized body
fall d a ngerously into this category? \Ye strive above all things to be known
as a group that is safe and s'.1.ne, that has its feet firmly planted on the ground.
we doctors, by and la.rl{c, dress con sen·atiyely, drive conservative cars, live in
conservative houses, marr~· conservative wives, and think conservative
thoughts.
H3.ving painted this social background, let me now pose against it certain
questions concerning our future as a profession. Naturally, in the short time
at my disposal I must limit the number of such questions to those that seem
to me the more urgent.
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Three disturbing major trends have been moving in on medicine in the
last half century(!) The relative income and relative number of doctors h as
fallen. There has at the same time been an increase in the scope of insurance
schemes which unquestionably foreshadow some form of government intervention. This, in the face of continuing inflation, ·will result in :l. further fall
in the relative number of doctors and their relatiYe income. (2) Attempts to
improve medical education have resulted too often in an increase in the length
rather than the quality of the discipline. (3) The tremendous expansion of
psychiatry into hitherto uususpecte<l fields of medicine and sociology is forcing
grave problems not only on the psychiatrist but on the rest of the professionand society in general.
Let us examine those one by one:
(1) Lowered Income and Socializ ation : The most superficial study of
the history of such other groups in the community as our public school teachers
makes it plain that, if the relative income of doctors is lowered, and their
relative prestige and freedom within society curtailed, the adventurous, the
independent and the resourceful young men will look to less trammeled and
more remunerative and prestigious fields. Fewer will undertake the long, hard
and expensive discipline of medicine, and these will consist- beside the dedicated few-of an increasingly unadventurous and mediocre lot. Indeed,
there is already strong evidence that we are getting less of the cream than we
once did. Here is a table recently discussed at a meeting of the Association
of American :Yfedical Colleges:
Undergr9duate Grade Averages of
First-Year Medical Students
Year

A

1950-5 1
1951-52
1952-53
1953-54
1954-55
1955-56

40
30
18
21
17
16

%with grade average of

B

C

43
55
68
69
69
71

17
15
14
10
14
14

It shows that those admitted to the study of medicine with Grade A
qualifications have dropped in 6 years to one third, and those with Grade B
or mediocre, qualifications have doubled. Of fil students admitted to first
year medicine at Dalhousie last year 6 were thrown out and 4 had to repeat
their year. These are not reassuring figures.
For some years after the war, Canadian doctors e!lrned the highest professional income. It has already fallen to third place. While this may have
been due partly to a hesitancy on our part to raise our fees to meet the effects
of inflation, it has perhaps to a greater degree been the result of accepting the
rigid fees pro\·iderl by our various insurance schemes-fees which may have
been reasonable in 1945 but which inflation has put seriously out of line with
the moneta,ry realities of 1958.
If we continue to accept the fees of these insurance schemes as our standard
can we expect governments- when and ii they take us over-to pay more?
Governments may be foolish, but not that foolish. Some form of socialization
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certainly faces us. \\e have already accepted a form of government hospit alization, and if this is not the head of the camel in the tent I don't know
camels. Large groups of the public want socialized medicine. Political parties
would not be averse to baiting their platforms with it. By accepting
various insurance schemes such as Blue Cross and our own :Maritime Medical
Car e, we have more or less agreed-if not to the philosophy at least to the form
-of socialization.
None of the forms of socialization set up elsewhere-including that in
Britain- has attempted, as some trades unions have, to tie fees to the cost of
living index to defeat inflation. ~or do we seem as a group to be concerned
about the dangers of inflation. It would appear clear then that we are going
to suffer t he same fate as our brothers in Britain who are battling-without
much success- against the grinding effect of the upper millstone of inflation
and the lower millstone of socializat.i.on. Or like our public school te:whers
who, as a result of socialization a few generations ago, have become a depressed
profession. T hese are the facts of life and history which we must face. Some
of us are already feeling the tightening claws of infhtion at our throats. The
salaries of the fulltime heads of clinical departments which looked so fine a few
years ago are now proving so inadequate that recently one of the most outstanding of our Canadian clinical teachers has abandoned his professorate in
order to pick up a few chestnuts before the leaves fall.
It is possible, howeYer, that the greatest danger from insurance schemes
and socialization is not that these will lower our fees and-this being a materialistic age-our prestige also. The danger lies in the rigidity and standardization that seem inevitably to result from socialization and bureaucratization.
Of all those things that menace the future of the freedom-loving and heavenaspiring spirit of modern man, perhaps the most dangerous is bureaucracybureaucracy, whose mother was compromise and whose child is conformity.
Will Durant has written that civilization, like life, is a perpetual strugp'le with
d eath. The greatest cause of death in Pll previous civilizations and nations
was that increasing rigidity of thought that strangles those ideological variants
by which alone further eYolu tion can take place.
The proposition I therefore put to you is this : \\ill we be able to maintain
within t he rigidity and standardization of further socialization and bureaucratizat ion that freedom and initiative ·with which to continue into the future
the advances we have made in the past? "'Will we exert the requisite wisdom,
courage and cooperation? It won't be easy. Sir Francis Walshe, late presid en t of the Royal College of Physicians, said r ecently:
" Thrice within my o-wn professional life has our profession Yigorously,
even Yociferously, stood out for a while against certain GoYernment
proposals designed to bring us within a narrower framework and one more
subordinate to the State. Yet each time we have fallen back, disunited,
disgruntled, defeated and acquiescent."
Has some intimation of their possible future under an increasingly rigid
and socialized status, already had its effect on the number of students applying
to enter medicine? I have already suggested that it may have some effect on
their quality. Here is an excerpt from a fairly recent issue of the Toronto
Globe and Mail , which I haYe since seen echoed in some American journals of
opinion:
" I t is evident by the slump in medical school enrolment, that young men
are becoming more aware of the struggle and difficulties of medical practice
and, with the inherent shadow of a national health scheme ever present,
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t h ey are definitely looking to other fields."
If, on a continent where the population is increasing at a tremendous rate,
not only the r elative number but the actual quality of medical graduates is

diminishing, you don't have to be an Isaiah to ask: Watchman, what of the
night? Our sister profession, nursing, has recently found itself-largely
because of lowered relative income and an insufficient modification of the
rigidity of its Florence Kightingaleism-with fewer available graduates and a
greater demand for them. Their answer to the problem was to introduce an
inferior type of nurse-the nursing aide-into their setup. \\~ill we be forced
to do likewise who have looked with such scorn on the chiropractor and osteopath?
Perhaps you are asking yourselYes: '·'Vhy on a lofty occasion like this
does our lecturer descend to such mundane talk of income?-man does not
live by bread alone." But this is a materialistic age, perhaps the most materialistic man has known. Income has become the magic wand that makes
possible most of those freedoms, satisfactions and prestiges without which we
seem to be able to feel no complete sense of achievement. I did not create
this deplorable materialistic situation: I am merely saying that we should
either fight against it or come to the best possible terms with it. We should
do this not only to preYent deterioration in ourselYes, but-and this should be
our ultimate aim-to prevent a consequent deterioration in the service we
give the public.
What can we do about it? \\e can certainly try to offset the deteriorating
effects of inflation by tying our fees in some sensible way to the cost of living
index. ·we can start giving serious thought to the behaviour necessary to
maintain freedom of thought and action under the standardizing effect of
further socialization. And "\Ve can try to make our medical cow·se more
attractive to the really able prospective student, and shape it to produce a
better qualified doctor from the steadily deteriorating type of man who now
seems to be entering it. Which brings me to the second issue I would li ke to
raise.
(2) Length and Quality o f M edical Cou rses : The medical course is a
long hard discipline of approximately nine years from high school to earning,
and consists, by and large, of four years in arts and science, four years in purely
medical studies, and the required interne year. Yery few are likely to get
through it for Jess than from $12,000.00 to $15,000.00 if they remain single, and
college fees and board are going higher eyery year. In addition to the long
lean years there is the ardour of the high standards of scholarship that we
expect. Nor is there any indication that medical schools have reached the
limit of the number of years they intend appointing to the discipline. OnJy
last year Dalhou sie raised its premedical requirements by a year.
But in view of the financial future that seems likely to be our lot, should.
we not be giving serious thought to shortening rather than lengthening an
already grievously long pilgrimage? Come socialization or not, hasn't the
time arrived to caJl a halt to a situation where a man is practically a grandfather before he begins to earn a real income, and can afford to get married
before his teeth fall out only if he has rich relatives, or can marry some lovehungry nurse or stenographer who will help pay the rent with her wages?
In examining our curriculum with this thought in mind, it would seem that
three major criticisms might be le,·eled against it. (a) The purely medical
part of it is far too comprehensiYe in the ground it covers, including too much
of the fine print and emphasizing too little the big. (b) It is cluttered peda-
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gogically with too many relics of its medieYal past which con sume unnecessary
time. (c) There is graYc doubt that the sudden diYorcement between general
and medical education that occurs on matriculation into m edicine, does not
militate seriously against the fullest possible cultural development of the
student.
(a) I s it not possible that we might actually improve the quality of our
product if we eliminated a large amount of the minutiae that now encumbers
our course, and instead concentrated on a better teaching of the essentials and
fundam entals? It would be interesting-if possible-to learn how much of the
matter committed blindly to memory for examination purposes is actually
integrated to the student 's future needs, or cYer after utilized by him because of
the rarity of its applicability. \\ould 30% be a n unrea sonable figure? I have
many times asked myself wonderingly what possible virtue the other 70%
could contain to offset the clutter it created in my own mind.
At present it is a most temerarious student who r efuses to encompass the
wnole 100%, b ecause he kno,...-s he may be faced with an examination question
so r econdite that cn'n some of the spC'cialists in the field concerned would b e
hard put to ans"·er it correctly. I think it is a fair statement that, on the day
the final year student faces his inquisitors, he kno"·s more facts about medicine
than he will ever know again, or than any $ingle one of his examiner s knows.
ome of the more brilliant students probably kno" · more facts in the actual
field in which they are being tested than their examiner. Is this a sensible
state of affairs?
If, as medical educators, we grappled with this matter intelligently couldn't
''"e-with actu:il benefit to its quality-concentrate on that common body of
knowledge that e\·cry student shou ld know and is likely to u se throughout his
working life, and merel~· indicate to him how to ::i.pproach those sources of
reading and methods of im·estigation whereb~· he could deal with the uncommon and the esoteric? Or leave these to be learned as part of a postgraduate effort? Iu doing so might we not set free from the curriculum a
considerable modicum of time?
Furthermore, is it not possible that we might in this way turn out a b etteroriented product? The student brain- less strained by the t errific burden of
fact-might be more r ecepti,·e to philosophy and method, those twin energizers that must work on facts to bring them to their highest u se? All his life
the doctor dealing with patients must be a philosopher using the methods of
integration and iuduction in order to reach those diagnoses that are the basis
of therapy. The tendency of the fact-crammed mind is to fit symptoms to
m emorized facts without the inten·ention of either iutegration or inductiona sort of thing that brings the technique of diagnosis perilously close to reading
the future from tea leaYes.
Yet where is there time for the student to deYelop a philosophy when all
his da~· s are filled with classes and his nights with memorizing? 'Yhat teacher
of clinical medicine has not suffered the frustration of seeing the fact become
more important than the patient? On many occasions some of m.r student
groups have failed to turn up to watch the im·estigation of a difficult obstetrical problem because they bad to study for a test the next day . \\as that
their fault-or ours?
(b ) That our methods of pedagogy arc still clu ttered with medieval
relics, the continued "idespread u:;:e of t h e systematic, or didactic, lecture
attests. This t.\·pe of lecture. which is in effect a digest of one or more textbooks, buttered with a minimum of personal experience, is droned at the students
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hour after hour. Entering through his two ears, it travels down his arm and
through his pen to the pages of a notebook- very httle, if any, r emaining
between the two ears that in it went. There was a time several centuries
ago when this had some validity. There were no textbooks. All the information was in the heads of a few men in a lerno, Paris and Oxford.
tudents
had to ta ko notes to carry the torch to the rest of darkest Europe. But today
there is no field of medicine that is not co,·ered by several excellent, wellillustratc>d and dependable textbooks, from which the student can read in
twenty minutes what i t takes the lecturer an hour to d eli,·er.
An d of what value are the notes so laboriousb· taken? A goorl. many years
ago two of my students asked if they could mimeograph for sale didac tic lect ures which I had foolishly giYen in my unregenerate past . I agreed- asking
only the priYilege of first looking them over. I found , to my surprise, on
almost every page serious mistakes in fact, and every h er e and there statements I had never made in my wildest moments. R ealizing from this inciden t
the folly of the didactic lecture-and its bastard child t he student's notebook,
- as proper pedagogic tools in a modern world, I promptly gave up all systematic lecturing, and from that day onward taught only on a patient. I recommended what I hoped ·was the best student textbook, and in addition prepared
mimeographed notes embodying our practice at Dalhousie. But h ere is an
ironic fact: some of the time I thus set free from the curric ulum was promptly
snatched for lectures in--0f all subj ects- medical jurisprudence!
I herewith nominate for oblivion the dirl.actic lecture. \Yith this much
medieval clutter out of the way, I am not sure that, by applying ourselves
intelligently to getting rid of other outworn pedagogical techniques, we could
not eliminate still more h ours- not onl,:.· from clinical but preclinical instruction. :Nor is there an)' good reason why we could not use this free time to
make the medical discipline a fitter ins trument for thP stu<lcnt's n eeds and a
developer of other of his intellectual processes than m emory .
(c) For a long time our present system of tcachini; t ho s tuden t the arts
and sciences for three or four years to de\' C'iop him as a human b eing, and the n
suddenly stop so dcn•loping him in order to turn o u t a fact-stuffed medical
technician, h as struck me as highly ridiculou . \Yhat arc we aiming at in this
nine years' discipline- or do we know? .\ s 1 understand it from listening to
various discu ssions of the matter at faculty and other meetings, two motiYations
have b een at work.
Firs t of all there is the genuine desire to turn out something more than a
m edical ignoramus- a man who knows too mu<>h ahout medicine and too
little about anything else. W e would like our gradu ate to be literate enough
to appr<'ciato the odd allusion to the Bible or 'hakespcare, and articulate
enough to exprc s himself in clear and rea onably grammatical English. At the
same time we would like him to combine t he su ppo edly humane and gentlemanly qualities of a doctor of the old school with the scientific m ethodology
of the new. This concept, which is neither clear nor free from a nostalgic
sentimentality, probably comes as close to representing what is in our minds,
as t he bearded and benevolent old gentleman of the colored unday chool
card docs to r epresenting God . ~ot that this is an ignoble ideal. The trouble
is that it is not good enough for our modern needs. If we are to r ecover that
moral grande ur that we have somehow lost in the last fifty years, a moral
grandeur integrated to the problems and perplexities of modern m edicine and
modern society, we surely need to cultivate a more a ustere a nd less sentimental
ideal.
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If any man will look about him at the world today, he must agree that the
two qualities most lacking everywhere, from Quemoy to Halifax, are wisdom
and moral courage. Is there any calling more in need of these than our own?
Shouldn't we then heighten our efforts to turn out not merely medical technicians, but at the same time men of wisdom and courage? This being our aim,
how can we integrate to our purely medical studies the wisdom of the ages and
the courageous example of our ancestors as revealed in history, literature,
philosophy and science, in order that they may make the greatest impact and
cause the most sparks to fly upward?
Surely not by confining their teaching to those first four most immature
years of the student's life, and then neglecting them entirely for the next fiYe.
Few things can have a more maturing effect on a man's mind and emotions
than that contact with human woes and suffering that comes during the later
years of his purely medical studies. I sn't this the time when he should also be
exposed to literature, history and philosophy, so that his rapidly maturing mind
may feed on a richer diet than mere human pathology? Would not our aim
in developing the student as a human. being as well as a doctor be better served
thus than by the present absurd divorcement of c ulture from medicine that
occurs at the time of matriculation from arts and science into medicine? Nor
can we refuse the challenge this implies by crying that our business is to teach
men to become doctors and nothing else. It was we who insisted on the four
years of premedical study. We are stuck with it and we should make the best
of it.
We have two serious strikes against us in anything we try to do in this
regard. \Ve liYe on a continent where-at least on the emotional planeculture is held in some contempt. Even university presidents, orating before
business men, have been known to deny their culture as abjectly as Peter did
his Lord, performing an intellectual striptease whose main object seemed the
revealment of the amount of hair matted on their chests. Haven't we all
sinned in this matter? And isn't that why we suffer the disillusionment of
hearing our best students speak scornfully of those sciences and premedical
humanities on which their clinical studies are based, speak of them as a hurrlle
to be OYercome rather than as a key to life?
The second strike against us is the rigid frame of requirements which,
through our qualifying boards, we haYe clamped on ourselves. Let us suppose
that a well known medical school decides to add a year to its course, or to its
premedical requirements. Other schools, jealous of their place in the sun,
follow suit blindly. Presently the bandwagon is crowded and then the licensing boards step in to make the extra year a rigid requirement. But once that
extra year is added, an implacable yoke has been lowered on our necks that
not even Archimedes' le,·er can lift. Let eYen the most prestigious school
decide to remoYe one of those added years and, no matter how it may have
improYed its total course in doing so, its graduates find themse!Yes in jeopardy
before licensing boards, and ha,·e to walk in the rear of all military processions.
o from Atlantic to Pacific in a hundred medical schools, the student is
taught precisely the same subjects in precisely the same way. If the Dean of
medicine at the "C"niversity of California gets a pain in his right side, the Dean
of Dalhousie has his appendix out. In a field whei:e we should be experimenting wildly in order to further that evolution which alone will give us continued
life, we are caught in this rigid frame of ideology that means certain death.
_ evertheless, despite all the difficulties that would beset any effort to change
radically our methods of teaching and the length of our course, it would seem
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that the time is arriving when we must give it some thought. \Yould the
following suggestions light a fire under the pot?
( 1)
Admit to the medical course itself those who have finished two years in
the Arts and Sciences.
(2) T ear out ruthlessly all our outworn methods of pedagogy and teach the
subjects of the medical curriculum in such a wa~· that the student is
thoroughly grounded in the basic necessities. bu t taught a good deal lec;s
in t ensiYely the unusual and esoteric.
(3) Into the many hours thus set free from the purely medical five years
introduce the remainder of the humanities equi,·alent at least to an Arts
or Science degree, spreading these over all the year:> of the purely medical
course, bul not incrrasr. the prrsent n 11ml1cr of tho.~<' Y· ars.
This would $hOrten the entire discipline of medicine from nine to seven
years, but is there any reason why the policy of shortening the time required
to turn out a better product should be confined to the industrial world? If it
is possible. u sing better modern technological methods. to builcl a better au tomobilc in a shorter time, is it impossible. using better pedagogical m ethods to
turn out a better doctor in a shorter time'> 8uc:h a :scheme as I h ave outlined
-altogether apart from the fact that it would sare the student time and money
- might h a,·c one highly salutary effect, it might drive home to him in a very
real way perhaps e,·en down to the emotional len'l the realization that
knowledge is one and indh·isible, and that for the modern doctor a knowledge
of ::\Ian is as important as the k--nowlcdge of ::\[an·c: diseases.
(3) The Problems and Potentialities of Psychiatry.
Xo one looking at
the future of medicine can disregard either the problems or the potentialities
of psychiatry. I am not so sure but that psychiatr_,~ . more than any other
medical specialty, does not offer b~· far the most Pxciting 'ista into our future
as a profession. Somatic medicine tends to h<>come more and more a cut and
dried science and lcc:s and less an art. l t;:: m<>thods. like those of religion must
be based on persuasion- and per!ma~ion will always he an art.
The possibilities facing psychiatry arc t rc•mendous, and th e decisions that
will haYe to be made concerning it are fraught with t he gra,·es t conseq uenecs.
In the matter of possibilities, may I illustrate from my own specialty those
fields within it which psychiatry will prohahl_,. haYC to enter before any rC'ally
great further ach·anccs are likely to be mad1'. IkrP ar<' just a few of those
conditions in which our present treatment is high!~- irwffecti"c or too surgically
slanted, and in which there is some eYidcnce of an <·mot ional cause: spontaneous
and habitual abortion, the toxemias of pregnancy. the various benign uterine
l-leedings, dysmenorrhea, sterility, frigidit~· and so o n.
Already corn;iderable of a ps~·chiatric invasion has occurred . These days
mo:,t obstetricians treat hyperemesis g-rcH·idarum p$ychologically. Natural
Childbirth-which those of us more afraid of good plain English than gobbledygook are now calling the Psychoproph~·laxis of Labor is unadulterated
psychiatry. It is the psychological conditioning of a woman to face pregnancy
and labor in the same way that military training and patriotic propaganda
condition the soldier to face death. Hypnotism likewise- which has been
waiting around the corner for over a century. and w hich has neither the dangers
nor the disadvantages of any other form of pain reli<>f is being timidly essayed
h some of my brothers. I can sec the possibility that it may make our
p re!'ent methods of analgesia- certainly in labor
as anachronis tic as the
crossbow.
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But how is this psychiatric invasion of the non-psychiatric clinical specialties to be handled? Are we simply going to dump these problems into the lap
of the already overworked and understaffed departments of psychiatry, in the
same way that we turn a sprained back over to the orthopedist? I do not see
the biggest dividends in such a method. It seems to me that a '\\iser and more
enlightening way would be for psychiatry to send men into each clinical department to work more or less as missionaries among the heathen. Not only
would these missionaries h elp us to solve our joint problems, but we would
learn from them, they would learn from us, and the medical student would
learn in a better way than at present from us both. However, the achievement of this much to be d esired cooperation will not be easy. We tend to
burrow deeper and deeper into the watertight compartments of our indiYidual
specialties, and the deeper ,..,.e burrow the more we lose sight of the bright sky
of possibilities aboYe-and the more we tend to stare at our own navels.
(~1ay I add h ere in parenthesis that I believe the time has come when
every major clinical department should be staffed in part by men trained in
other specialties. Offhand I can say of my own department that it would
b enefit enormou sly by the immediate attachment to it of a psychiatrist, an
internist, a urologist , an endocrinologist (or physiologis t) and a pathologist.
And that represents only a beginning. To put it in naval parlance : we have
been tending to divide ourseh ·es into groups of destroyers, groups of cruisers,
groups of submarines, groups of flat-tops . Isn·t what we n eed a combination
of a ll the essential units in a series of comprehensive clinical task forces?)
But this is perhaps not the gravest problem that besets both us and the
psychiatrist. If the fu t ure of medicine, as I have hinted, is to lie increa singly
in the manipulation of emotions and behaviour, we will soon find ourselves
seriously concerned with the problem of morality. I know of no S;\'Stem of
philosophy that would exclude from morality the expression of those emotions
and behaviours which result in sickness, criminality, or simply an inability to
face up to the challenge of life. If hypertension, migraine and gastric ulcers
are the expression of improperly controlled emotions and behaviour in what
way do such emotion s and behaviour differ from sin?
Could this mean that our profession-at least the psychiatric part of ithas now come the full circle, and that the priest-physician, who was the first
physician, must return again? \\hile it may not be fully apparent here, it is a
fact in those larger centres that set the pace and fashion of our beha,iour,
that more and more of the most intelligent and usefulleaders in business and
professional life are turning their back on the church as their confessor and
comforter in favor of the psychiatrist. It may be deplorable that they prefer
to lie supine on his couch to callousing their knees before their God, but it is a
rapidly growing phenomenon which we cannot evade. If it is the wave of the
fu ture we are a ll going to be splashed by it.
But as I see it--and I am ready to be corrected in this- the psychiatrist
has fought d esperately against accepting the ancient priestly function. He
permits the patient to talk to him in the hope that, by such verbosity, a catharsis may result in the sick one seeing through his emotional haze the heights of
Pisgah. But h e does not then say categorically to the sick man as the religious
teachers have done through the ages: "There is the path to Pisgah- girt up
your loins and take it!" He does not even say: '·Go and sin no more." In
fact, he tends to leave the patient '\\ith the idea that he-the patient-is more
sinned against then sinning, that the initial transgression lies rather "'-:ith his
parents and with society than with himself, and out of this almost Buddhistic
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fatalism he must work his salvation. But do we best enhance the quality of
our social morality by regarding his transgressions as sicknesses to be excused
rather than as sins to be atoned for?
Ilow much longer can the psychiatrist continue in this method? If,
in the face of the ever-increasing numbers of those seeking his help to overcome
emotional sin, he persists in refusing the priest!}- role, there is not the slightest
doubt that some other species of guide, counsellor and healer will rush into the
vacuum being created. Out of this OYerlapping of worlds all sorts of frictions,
rivalries and antagonisms will arise until eYentually some sort of unity of effort
is arrived at. But if eYentually, why not now?
But if the psychiatrist is faced with difficult decisions anent the future
of his specialty, so are the rest of us with regard to psychiatry. If \Yhat I hear
about the place is any indication, our present attitude towards psychiatry is so
positiYely antipathetic and irrational that it can only be the expression of a
serious degree of emotional immaturity. Are we internists, pediatricians,
obstetricians-and especially we surgeons- prepared not only to admit the
coming inyasion of psychiatry into our fields, but to make those changes in our
attitudes and practice which must inevitably be required? In the end, of
course, we will have to- but it will only be after a struggle in which our consciences will have undergone a hellish battering.
This matter touches very acutely on medical education. If the picture I
have just drawn has any validity it must give us concern as to the type of
student we admit to the study of medicine. If some similitude of the priestphysician must be revfred, should we not search more avidly for the dedicated
man, rather than just the career seeker who happens to have the requisite
knowledge of reading, 'riting and 'rithmetic. And once we have got him does
it not become absolutely essential that we fill him as full as we can, and in the
best way that we can, with the "isdom of the ages? Can we do this by divorcing stupidly, as we now do, the teaching of culture and medicine? Can we do
this by setting him no greater example in moral courage than we are now
showing in the face of so many of our problems?
:\Iedicine has reached, or is reaching, a sort of zenHh. "-ith his entry
into the heart, the surgeon has explored the last of the vital organs. ·with
his entry into the soul, the psychiatrist may \Yell, as I have hinted, be on the
point of seriously influencing human belief and behaviour. But long before a
human system reaches its zenith that rigidity of thought and timidity of experiment which caused the downfall of every empire from Babylon to Britain have
fastened their death grip. \Yih our present attitudes can we escape?
I believe we can. ·w hile the trends may be running against us, nothing is
inevitable in human destiny. And because, as I said in the beginning, I prefer
lighting a fire under the pot rather than just stirring what's in it-because I
agree "ith Thomas \Yolfe that "the essence of faith is the knowledge that all
flows, that everything changes' '- ! make my plea here for a greater fle:ribility
in our thinking, a greater courage in our philosophy, and a greater adaptablity
in our policies. As someone has wisely said: "There are many roads to Rome,
but we shall neYer find the best so long as every pilgrim is forced to take the
same path." In view of the impending future hasn't the time come for us to
throw off our present smugness and lethargy, face the hard facts of our medical
tomorrows, and make a really courageous and intelligent effort not only to
save what is worthwhile from our not ignoble past, but mix with its stones the
mortar of a greater intellectual adventurousness and so build a better medical
world than eyer was?
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Eneuresis
Presented to the Dalhousie R efresher Course
October 20, 1958
F. A. Dunsworth, :\f.D., F.A.P.A.
Assoc. Prof. of Psychiatry and Div. of Child Guidance Clinic
Dalhousie Uni,·ersity
D efinition : (Bakwin) ''The repeated involuntary discharge of urine
after the third year of life."
Incidence: In a sun·ey of 1,000 unselected children between 4 and 12
inclusive, in the Children's Out-Pati€'nt Departmen t of Bellevue Hospital,
it was found that 26 per cent wet themselves during the night or day or both.
I n some the basis was grossly organic, but such children constitute only a small
proportion of the cases. It was the custom for some years in the Ou t-P atient
Department at BelleYuc Hospital to inquire about this symptom routinely and,
therefore, its presence or absence was regularly noted. even \Yhen t he parent
might otherwise neglect to mention it.
:\Iichaels and Goodman found the same incidence in their group of 475
children. Their eomprehensive summary of the literature on the frequency
of Eneuresis indic{ltes that about 1 out of 4 children wet the bed af ter th e age
of 7 years.
This high incidence may not be representative of the general population.
Presumably the data were based on clinic populations where special socioeconomic conditions exist. The figures ne,·ertheless giYe some measure of the
frequency of this condition and indicate that it is one of the most common
disorders of childhood. Thorne found, in a group of 1 ,000 selectees for the
draft, that 16 per cent wet the bed after the age of 5 years.

' YIIAT DOES TUE PROBLE:\I LOOK LIKE TO SO:\lEONE I N PRI VATE
AND C LINIC PSYCHIATRIC PRACTICE AND THE FATHER OF A
LARGE F A::\lILY?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

It is extremely common to find involuntary urination in taking the
history of a child.
Frequently eneuresis is not tho primarycomplaint.
I t is extremely common in boys so much so that if it is the only
complaint in a boy under 7 I do not consider it is too serious.
In most cases "girls seem to train themse!Yes, boys usua lly need
help." "Getting children up to toilet at night" is a lmost invariably
found necessary only with boys.
IC a girl is seen with cneuresis almost always the main etiology is
psychogenic.
Eneuresis is rarely a solitary complaint if the psychological factors
are of greatest importance.

My Own Feelings Abou t Eneuresis are:
(1) ~Iost children, especially boys do NOT toilet train for urinary control as early as the older text books stated. Probably older stricter
methods of tr:iining gave earlier control- but I feel potentiated a
greater likelihood to relapse.
(2) Before the diagnosis is made a complete evaluation for each individual
case is required. I am against the statement that a child who hasn't
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(3)

achieved urinary control after 24 months is an eneuretic!
Since eneuresis is basically only a symptom or one of a group of
symptoms we should not treat it in isolation. [f a successful "symptomatic cure" is achieved (which is rare) the underlying condition
still remains and usually appears in some other guise, e.g. a child
treated with the Wee Alert (a bell that rings with 1st moist ure)
stopped bed wetting but developed fairly marked facial tics.

In What Psychological Conditions Does Eneuresis Appear?

A. Eneuresis as a symptom of a Habit Disorder.
B. Eneuresis as a symptom of an Anxicty State.
C. Eneuresis as the main complaint
Habit Disorder (more commonJy boys)
Symptoms in child: He is younger than his years, is more dependent and
babyish. He only asserts himself in order to rcmain a baby and be cared for.
He often shows other symptoms like thumbsu('king and temper tantrums when
he doesn't get his own way.
Symptoms in mother : She is usually immature and inconsistent. At times
he is very overprotectin, other times di gusted and angry with her child's
babyishncss. She often :isks her doctor for rules in handling but rarely follows
them. She has never used a consistent pattern for any type of training.
L"sual History: The youngster, often the fir t or only child. was "never
trained." :\Lother states at times she put him on the toilet, but other times
"forgot or "was busy." In taking the history, sometimes we find with warm
but consistent handling from some other person the habit often improved
temporarily.
Treatment :
(1) Work with the parents.

(2)
(~)

(4)
(5)
B.

Get the father to help too (especis,lly if
he is more mature).
Help the mother become more mature and thus she will help her
youngster become more mature.
In some cases the physician should get the mother interested in
something else and the child out with other normal children. (i.e.
break the emotional umbilical cord). Progress is usually good but
it varies with the parents.
Symptomatic treatment is well listed in pock and the D ept. of
Health and \Yelfare Booklet on Bed \Yetting.
In some cases the mother can·t be worked with, you should then
consider referral.

Anxiety R eaction :

I. ..\.cute and usually transient (boys sl. more frequent than girls.)
History: The child, previously trained and moderately well adjusted (rarely
well adjusted), develops childish h abits under stress. e.g. birth of sibling, and
illness either of child or mother, a separation. starting school, etc.
Treatment: As long as pre,ious adjustment was fairly good and the present
i::ituation is understood as a reactiou to stress and the handling is based on encouragement and lo,·e the relapse usually resoh-es itself. At times the parents
must revert to earlier training methods e.g. get youngster to void four times
daily and the child should get up at night again for a while.
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This reaction is nearly completely pre,·entable and the family physician
can help the parents in this regard. Children are smart so parents should not
try to fool them. They should be told the truth with the level of explanation
proportionate to their understanding. Children should he prepared therefore
for the birth of a sibling, a period of hospitalization, a separation, etc. It is
the sndden, the unexpected and the unknown that produces anxiety.
2. Chronic anxiety producing eneuresis
(Boys and girls equally effected)
This type may h:we started as an acute reaction but either it wasn't treated
well, or stresses continued. It is partially based on the child's temperamenti.e., the more tense the child, the more chance of this occurring, but ESPECIALLY BASED OK HIS E~TIRONMEXT (ESPECIALLY HIS 110THER'S
PERSO~ ALITY).
The findings vary but the history is often a child (male or female) who was
trained but when exposed to an upsetting situation (acute or chronic) developed,
among other symptoms, cneurcsis.
The additional symptom :i.dd up to a beginning an.'\'icty neurosis. They
may include numerous fears (of dark, of strangers, of school, of illness) general
tension. night terrors, irritabiLity or shyness, changes in appetite, even nausea
and vomiting. The logical step is to investigate the cause. Too often too
much attention is paid to physical factors. Often following a negative physical
examination the parent is told there is "nothing wrong." This is patently
absurd! Granted there is nothing physically wrong-say just that and go on
(if you haven·t done it already like you should have) to evaluate the psychological factor.
Case P resentation

Patricia is a very slight, eight-year old girl, who was referred to me by a
gen.ito-urinary specialist with a history of bed-,-.,·etting for the past four years.
She wets nearly nightly, but not during the day, and though she has b een fully
investigated medically- t"rice with special genito-urinary treatments-her
symptoms have persisted. Certain other typical signs were obvious. As
mentioned, she is very small for her age. She, also, is very tense and fearful.
She seemed to anticipate blame and punishment, and shows little spontaneity.
The mother, too, proved to be tense, but after I obtained the full history, the
contributing factors were obvious.
(As a routine, I attempt to obtain from the parents certain factual dat::L,
and usually, after twenty minutes a fairly clear picture can be obtained.)
This mother, for example, felt the emotional problems were of greater
significance than the bed-wetting. In other cases you may find an overemphasis on eneuresis alone, but I would warn you again to find out all the
youngster's symptoms. In brief, this youngster was toilet trained at two,
but at four- with I. a sudden infection (pyelitis and cystitis) and, 2. the
family breaking up, -she developed wetting that has continu ed ever since.
At times, it has improved. (This is significant and you should always
carefully go into these periods of improvement.) In Pat's case, she improved
when there were visitors staying in the house, because then father was on his
best behaviour. In summary, the family history was full of turmoil. The
parents married young. Father, a spoiled child, always fought and drank to
excess. H e has beaten his wife, resents her superior education, but, most
significantly. has utterly rejected Pat. He never wanted a girl and never paid
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any attention to her except to criticize. Apparently, nothing Pat does ever
satisfies him .
The family broke up when Pat was four, due to father's behaviour.
::\!other h:ul an affaire, father remarried. After two years his second marriage
broke up, and now the parents ha,·e remarried, but his behasiour towards Pat
has not changed.
Pat is unhappy enrywhere. At school, to catch up to the XoYa Scotia
curriculum, she was under a lot of pressure.
be is small for her age, and thus
can't keep up with her age group in play, and the home situation has already
been mentioned.
Thus, her bC'cl-wetting is only a symptom of an unhappy girl She shows
many othN symptoms of anxiety. such as night terrors, chewing her fingers, et.c.
he also soils h<>rself at times. Psychologic:.il testing at the Child Guidance
Clinic reveal a girl of average intellig<>nce, who acts very passively. Underneath, howcYer. sho is very aggressfrc. but is so afraid of expressing these
feelings that he is now almost incapable of spontaneous actiYity.
Treatment in such a case is ob,·ious. );ot only mu t we help the child,
we must work with the home situation. Repeated patient inten"iews ";th
both parents by our social worker. and co-operation by the teacher must
supplement our approach to the child. The whole technique is too long to
present at this time. It is sufficient to say that this is a serious, deep-rooted
problem best treated by the special facilities of a Child Guid:mce Clinic.
ympathetic therapy is useless!
::\Iany phy icians Cecl Yery incompetent to take a look at the psychological factors. They flounder by asking leading questions, especially those that
can be answered by "No." and then they have to conclude in the "absence"
of definite psychological findings that they are stumped.
::\1ay I suggest the following simple steps.
l.

If any child (or an adult too) turns up with symptoms that may be
psychogenic giYe yourself enough time lo get a good history. especially
on the first Yisil. It will save time in tho long run as well as being
more scientifically sound.

9

::\Iake your questions specific only for facts (e.g., what is the problem,
when did it seem to start, what teps were taken to correct, what
makes the problem worse. what impro,·c , etc.) but when you want
to hear attitudes and feelings make your questions indirect e.g. HO\Y
did you fe<>l about- the child wetting or being afraid-or sucking
thumb, etc.

Be careful when you're asked what el:aclly to do. If you do you're
committed yourself- if :vou're correct and it works you're the best
doctor in Canad:i- but if your exact rules fail. ...
Don't forget rules or advice are only of ,-alue if the person can accept them and
integrate them into their functioning.
1.

4.

The best approach is to help the parents work out the problem with
your co-operation. If the parents can accept the child, praise his
good point but consistently work to alter his less acceptable beha"iour
:rnd habits the child " 'ill respond. The emphasis must be on working
with the parents!
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After you're tried to help without much result do not hesitate to
consider a psychiatric consultation. In the past the phrase "will
grow out of it" has been used. This should not be used unless we
are sure. Certainly the anxious youngster, exposed to a chronically
unhappy stress situation wlll not "grow out of it." On the contrary
unless a miracle occurs the child will get worse and could go on to a
deep seated emotional disturbance.

Eneuresis as a Principal Sympton.
It is my impression that there are at least some children whose main

symptom is eneuresis. (However many have some or both of the previous
two groups symptoms)
There is much argument in the literature if these conditions actually occur
but my personal and clinic experience leads me to add three different types
where Eneuresis seems the major complaint.
1. The child with a hypersensitive bladder
2. The child who sleeps too deeply
3. The child who wets in revenge
l. H y persensi tive Bladder: These children usually wet day and night. They
have small urinary capacity and when they "gotta go they gotta go." If they
are far from a toilet by day, then they frequently wet. The stimulus level is
low, laughter, excitement, activity, emotion. or temperature change often
precipitate.
At night they frequently void. especially \Yhen stimulated a
lot during day, or too much excitement at bedtime, or getting chilled, etc.
The physician should help cut down too much stress and suggest in this group.
1. Restriction of fluids after supper
2. Cut out excitement and pushing
3. Get to toilet every bedtime
4. Getting up to toilet every parents bedtime (in the older child an
alarm clock helps)
5. Getting the child up as soon as he awakens
I feel this is the onl~' group where atropine will help. I have found
Donnatal extentabs helpful both by day and night but the previously listed
steps must be taken too, i.e., don't rely on atropine to cure!
2. The child who sJeeps too deeply is sometimes quite a problem. No. 1
group has too irritable a bladder, this group's bladders are not sensitive enough!
It is not enough to call or shake him. Get him up! If you get him as far as
the toilet he still is sometimes asleep (this time on his feet). But if you don't
make sure he voids the bed will be 'vet next morning!
I would suggest in this group
(1) Fluid restriction after supper and void at bedtime
(2) Get child up every parents bedtime and i1 necessary during night
(3) Try dexedrine in doses enough to lighten sleep, but not to keep
awake
3. \Ye have seen a few cases where the child hit back by bed-wetting.
This is related to both the habit and neurotic type but is not exactly the same.
Frequently the mother in this type is a compulsively obsessed with cleanliness, criticizing type who happened to produce a somewhat aggressive child
who figuratively says "pee on you ~nd your ideas."
All the drugs and fluid restrictions in the world won't change this type.
If the home physician can't modify the mother's attitudes (and the chances
are he can' t) he will probably have to refer for consultation and treatment.
In summary then, my aims in this paper have been:
1. To attempt to destroy the concept that eneuresis is a disease entity.
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2.
3.
4.
5.

To illustrate that it is actually a common symptom of many psychological conditions
That we can break it down into certain broad categories
That each case must be separately eYa luated and classified
That there should be a logical treatment approach depending on the
findings of each individual case.

SURGICAL TREATMENT OF INGUINAL HERNIA IN FEMALE
INFANTS AND CHILDREN*
During the past ten years 211 congenital inguinal hernjas in female infants and children have been operated upon at the Children's :\lemorial Hospital. Approximately 15 per cent of these children had a sliding hernia of the
tube and ovary. Not uncommonly, an OYary was incarcerated in the inguinal
canal. Such children had symptoms, such as irritability, colic, excessive
crying, constipation, etc.
The operation in simple cases consists merely of high ligation of the sac.
A transverse incision of the inguinal r egion in the suprapubic fold of skin
gives a far neater scar than the conventional oblique incision. In case of a
sliding hernia it has been necessary to use a plastic operation on the sac which
is fully illustrated. Operation is advised when the diagnosis is made and
at any age, provided the child is otherwise normal.
There has been no mortality. There was one recurrence.
Goldstein, J. R .. and Potts. W. J .. Proceedings of the Ins titute of
*From Medical Abstracts, December, 1957.

~1edicine

of Chicago. 21 : 304, 1957 .
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The Practical Value of the Tuberculin Test *
Dy Floyd l\L Feldmann, :\1.D., Pediatrics,
The tuberculin test ha long been accepted as a simple and highly specific
te t. for the presence of tuberculous infection, but its possibilities and its
limitations tend to b<' OYerlooked.
tudies done in recent vears bv the \Yorld
Health Organization in connection with BCG Yaccination · prograins, and obsen·ation made by the c .. Public Health en·ice and others have provided
valuable information. bul there is still much to be learned.
S ignificance o f Dose o f T u berculin. There is a tendency to think of
the tuberculin reaction as an ''all or none" phenomenon, although eYery pediatrician has learnC'd that. there is a wide range of tuberculin sensitiYity in any
group tc ted. 1.Jsually a tuberculin test is called positi,·e or negative on the
basis of size of reaction. If a :\Iantoux test is done, the indurations larger
than five or ix millimeters in diameter are arbitrarily called positi'1:e, but there
arc many smallC'r than this which rC'prcsenl some degree of sensitfrity. Arc
these people with ju t a little sensiti,·ity infected with tubercle bacilli? Cndoubtedly some arc hut there is now good eYidence that many represent a
cro s S<'n ilization with other antigens. Studies now in progress may reveal
the nature of the antigen or antigens able to produce some tuberculin sensitivity.
These findings gi'c additional emphasis to an earlier study "ith graduated do ag-e of PPD which sho,,·ed that in tuberculosis patients extremely small
doses produce no reactors but filth a gradual stepping up of the PPD strength
an increasing percentage was po iti,·e until the do e of 0.0001 mg. was reached.
At this point practically all prson with tuberculosis had a reaction of five
millimeters or more. If the dose was further increased reactions were obtained
in large numbers of children who '"ere probably not infected. This filth other
studies indicates that a standard do e of 0.0001 mg. of PPD is satisfactory for
most purposes.
The size of th<' tuhC'rculin reaction may also be of diagnostic and prognostic
significance. Recent. preliminary studies (unpublished) at the Phipps Institute in Philadelphia indicate that the ize of the tuberculin reaction is correlated with the probability of actiYe tuberculosis; the bigger the reaction, the
more likely it is that ac·ti' <' disease is present.
::'.\fany obsen·ations point up the increasing usefulness of the tuberculin
test to the pediatrician. The interpretations of various degrees of tuberculin
sensitidty may be summarized as follows:
1. If a child has no reaction to 0.0001 mg. of PPD there is little possibility that he has a tuberculosis infection. Periodic testing, at least annually
would e-tablish the approximate time of a tuberculous infection.
2. A low degree of sensitiYity "ith induration under five millimeters
(5mm) in diameter could be the result of some other infection, or an insignificant tuberculous infection. The chance of actiYe disease being present is
extremely small.
3. \Yith a reaction over five millimeters in size, the chances increase that
acti,·e tuberculosis is now present, or will develop. Each child with such a
reaction should han! a thorough examination to confirm or exclude the presence
of an acti,·e le-ion. :'.\lost of such children ·will not have acti\'e lesions but will
have an increased ri -k a · they go through the ages 15 to 30, so long-term followups and periodic examinations are important.
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Effect of BCG on Tuberculin Test . If a child has a positive test
when first seen by the pediatrician. it will be important to know whether
BCG has been gi,·en or not. The reaction may be a result of the BCG inoculation. A positive test should lead to a search for tubercle bacilli if there is
reason to suspect a virulent infection.
ome children do acquire serious
tuberculosis disease in spite of a BCG vaccination.
C hemoprop hylaxis in Tuberculin Positive Children. Isoniazid
prophylactic treatment of tuberculin reactors to prevent the subsequent
development of actiYe disease has been advocated frequently ju recent years.
Perhaps studies now in progress will provide more precise indications for chemoprophylaxis. At this time, however, opinion is di'-ided and the physician will
have to use bis best judgment based on such things as recency of infection, the
age of the child, the size of the tuberculin reaction, the presence of any lesions
on X-ray, the presence of predisposing conditions such as diabetes, and the
future exposure to infection. Current investigations have confirmed the
considerable risk of future disease in tuberculin reactors.
Tuberculin Testi ng in Community Case Finding. Tuberculin
testing in private practice "'ill pay an extra dividend in community tuberculosis control by pro,iding leads to acti,·e cases which might escape detection
otherwise. If the test is positive in a young child, the infection must be recent
and its source is likely to be an active case among his close associates. In
older children the source of infection may be more remote. The size of the
reaction is important here too. ;.Jot only are those with larger reactions much
more likely to have acti,·e tuberculosis, but higher rates of tuberculosis are
found among their contacts. The physician can be of help to public health
authorities by insisting that all associates of tuberculin reactors receive adequate
examination.
Tuberculosis Testing as an Index to Tuberculosis Prevalence.

The tuberculin test is a relatively simple and inexpensive procedure for determining infection rates in groups of children an<l adults. If these groups
arc retested at intervals. trends in the rates of new infection can be detected.
It is quite clear from the evidence now available that infection rates have
dropped markedly in the last few .vears in the Gnited , tat.es. The need for
more accurate measurement of tuberculin sen itivity is increasingly apparent.
The only quantitative procedure now available is the ~Iantoux or intradermal
test. The method and material used in the test has been de cribed often and
need not be repeated.
The patch test has been used extensively because of its convenience and
the fact that no needle is necessary. However, it does have serious basic
limitations and is not. recommended. ~1any attempts have been made to
improve patch test results but the dose of tuberculin cannot be controlled,
because of the many factors which affect absorption of tuberculin through the
skin.
Tuberculin Testing Schedule . A practical age schedule for tuberculin
testing must always be a compromise.
It seems to be common practice to
test at least once each year as long as there is no reaction, substituting annual
X-ray examination if the test becomes posifo·e . Finding even an occasional
new infection should be worth the little effort it takes in view of the risk to the
child of future serious complication and the effectiYeness of therapy.
If school children are being tested. the grades tested will depend somewhat
on the number of new infections expected per year. In a low rate area it may
be sufficient to test beginning students in kindergarten or the first grade,
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children about to lea,·e elementary school and the last year in high school.
In a high rate area it may be worthwhile to test all grades every year. Such
group tuberculin testing programs must be carefully planned so the essential
followup of contacts will not be neglected and to pro,·ide for a critical evaluation at the end.
Tuberculin testing of children cannot take the place of the established
public health program for tuberculo is control. I solation and treatment of
infectious patients, supen·i ion of inactiYe cases, examination of contacts of
active cases, X-ray screening of high rate groups, and program to improve
general public health are ba ic to any organized attaek on the disease. However, routine tubercu lin testing by all physicians coupled with well planned
group testing of school children and others in a community can provide additional information useful for a more direct attack on the disease with the
present effecti\·e therapeutic tools.
•Abstracted by :-I at ional Tuberculosis Association.
Printed through co-operation :\ova Scotia Tuberculosis Association .

MITRAL COMMISSUROTOMY*

The author' experience in 100 cases in which mitral commif::surotomy
wa performed, the patient ranging in age from 10 to 44 years and followed
up for periods varying from four months to three years.
tatistics on the
series are tabulated and compared with those published by other inYestigators.
It is pointed out that pregnancy does not necessarily contraindicate this procedure; a suming that the anae theti t is thoroughly competent, pregnancy
adds nothing to the mothC'r· danger and increases tho hazard to the foetus
only lightly.
In the author":> opinion the ymptoms, not the age of the patient, should
recein fir t con ideration in deciding whether or not mitral commissurotomy
. hould h<' performed, although it is undeniable that with the adrnnce of age
tho number of good results decrea esl There is great difficulty in obtaining
subjective evidence of improvement, because of the wide variation among
the patients as to what i expected. Xor is objecti,·e evidence, beyond reduction of the cardiothoracic ratio, ea .r to obtain. The most reliable criterion of clinical improvement i the patient's ability to cope with the ordinary
problems of daily life.
Sen. S . K .. Journal or the International College or Sur&eons. 28: 563-574, 1957.
•From Medical Abstracts, December, 1957.
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Hospital Insurance -

A Review and Preview

. C. Robinson, YI.D.
Halifax
On th e eve of a n ew ,·en ture in Hospital Insurance for X ova co ti a , I am
thinking back 10 y ears to 1949 when as a country prac titioner I experienced a
s imilar Yenture unfolding in Britis h Columbia. This was something new in
Canada and n eith<'r th e doctors nor the general populace were agreed a to its
m<•rits nor the rightness. philosophically, of the concept itself. This scheme
was launc hed precipitately indeed, by a Liberal administration amid howls
that tho socialis t platform had b een s tolen. A high-priced firm of consultants
from the U . . A. had dra\\·n up a mas ter plan but no one had any exact idea
of how i t work or what it would co t .
ince it was to be an In urance plan,
premium were collected indiYidually or by payroll d eduction. Adminis tration wa so cumber ome and losses through d efault so substantial that b efore
long the pre!nium principle was dropped and a re tail sales tax of 2% was
le,·ied. 'l~hi s worked, and it was rumoured at the time that 400 employees
were r elea ed fro'Tl the adminis tratiYo offices in the consequent simplification.
The schem e i now accepted by and large ju t a public highways and postal
etTices are accepted and ; tis unthinkable that the scheme could b e dropped.
What of the hospitals themselves and their managing Boards? The
principle of local m a nagement has been retained, but ine,·itably h e who pays
the Piper calls t he tune and major decision s must b e appro,·ed by the Hospital
Insurance C ommission. A fi..-xed daily rate for public ward ervice is struck
for each hospital and r e,·iewed from time to time in the light of experience.
This scheme is n ecessarily rigid, but there are som e ad,·antages. The rate is a
truly all-inc lusiYe cos t wi t h r egard to current operations and a ccurate!~- r eflect s these expen ses. Budgeting and planning from year to y ear b ecomes a
fairly a ccura te procedure and no longer is there the spectacle of a hos pital
unable to pay it current obligations .
1n the area of new cons truc tion. expansion and r enoYation the problem s
are more erious. These item s are not the direct concern of the Commis ion
a y et and only nominal c harges for capital expenses are allowed. Therefore
it r e'llain the responsibilit~· of the local Board to m eet the e requirem ents.
H ere there is unlimited scope for community initiative. A new dev elopm en t
in this field is t hat of the Hospital District.
uch a Distric t can be formed if an
application and plans are approYed by plebiscite in the area concerned. Local
fund s m ay then be raised by taxation , bonds sold. and matching pro,·incial
and fed eral g rant sought. The r emarkable growth in n e,-... hospital cons truction in this \\~e tern pro,·ince indicates what can be done when local inter est is
s ufficient a nd these hospital Boards can look with pride a t what they have
a ccom pli hed despite the gloomy predic tion that they would haYe no further
role when the gO\'Crnment we nt into the hospital business.
How did all these d evelopments affect the physician and his patients?
Ba ieally the rela tionship among patient, doc tor and hos pital remained, of
course, uncha nged. Initiall~-, and to some extent s till, the principal problem
was lack of suffic ien t beds to m eet the d emand. During the firs t fe w months
of operation there was undoubtedly a backlog of electiYe 'vork which had b een
delibera tely d ela.'·ed . This howeYer, was of only t emporary importance and
had to work itself out through time. There still remained the matter of the
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best utilization of available beds. T iresome financial 'deterrents' did little
to relie\'e this problem. Let me say clearly that no government commission or
hospital Board under the sun can regulate this, and the re ponsibility re t
squarely on the doctors to act with honesty and "·ithoui fear. In the intere i
of all, he must firmly insist that his patient leave hospital as soon as reasonable,
to make way for others. \\~hen the cost incentive to vacate a hospital refuge
is removed, we must be firm, and when the appeal is put in an hone t way real
difficulties rarely ari e. Of lesser importance, but none the less relevant. is
the matter of drug costc:;. All hospital pharmacies moan about constantly
rising costs. ::\!"one of us enjoys taxes, and a watchful eye kept on pre crihing
cost makes good sense.
My last remarks concern the standard of patient care. These things are
difficult to measure, but actively watching the changes O\'er the ten year
experience in British Columbia, one can see certain thing . "C"ndoubtedly
there has been a vast improvement in phy ical plant. The doctor-patient
relationship has not suffered in any way through hospital insurance. (There
are of course grey clouds on the horizon, and it behoove u all to give real
leader hip in directing the changes which must occur in other areas of health
management, but this is another subject). Good technicians with their skill
and facilities to as ist the physician arc found in rapidly growing number
even in the smaller hospitals. And finally, and of prime importance. the relati\'e numbers of nurses has perhaps not increased, but the very fact that they
are still present and being paid something approaching a lidng wage can be
attributed partly at lea t to hospital in urance. , o one c::in only conclude
that patient care ha improved.
From the viewpoint of the sick person and bis family the benefit of thi
scheme are obvious. The principle of in urance against financinl crisis externally caused, is widely accepted and there should be no q uanel \vi th this
extension. T he ad\'antages to the patient go far beyond the releasc from
financial worry-in the directions I have enumerated.
tudying the Xova cotia .\ ct, I find I am on familiar ground. The
terminology and most of the regulations arc identical to the present scheme
in British Columbia a it has evolved after the growing pains of a decade.
No scheme devised by man is perfect, but I for one am sure this will be a great
boon to Kova cotia. Let us accept it, use it. and constantly eek to impro,·c
it as is our pri vilegc and obligation.
32-1 Spring Garden Road.
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INFECTIOUS DISEASES-NOVA SCOTIA
Reported Surnrnary for the Month of September , 1958

Diseases

NOVA SCOTIA
1958
1957
Cases D eaths Cases Deaths

CANADA
1958
1957
Case s
Cases

Bruc ellosis

0

0

0

0

0

0

Diarrhoea of X ewborn

0

0

0

0

0

0

Diphtheria.

0

0

0

0

15

10

Encep h alomyelitis Infectious

l

1

0

0

Food Poisoning

0

0

0

0

0

0

133

1

18

1

198

101

Inc uding Serum Hepatitis

16

0

1

0

0

0

Imp etigo of N ewborn

0

0

0

0

0

0

Influenza (if unusual
number of cases)

185

1

704

2

2

0

0

0

19

27

14

1

28

0

594

1011

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

64
25

33
2

167

0

0

396

510

20
4

0
0

0

0
0

473
36

558
33

0

0

0

0

39

44

1

0
0

2
13

2
0

132
1209

164
1001

Gastroenteritis (1)
Infectious

4

He~atitis-Infectious

Meningococcal Meningitis
and 1'.1eningococcemia.
Pertussis
P oliomyelitis (paraly tic
(non-paralytic
Scarlet F ever and
Streptococcal Sore Throat
Tuberculosis (pulmonary
non-pulmonary
Typhoid and
Paratyphoid F ever
Venereal Disease (sy philis)
(gonorrhoea)

30

20
5

33

6597

Anthrax:

0

0

0

0

0

0

Choler a.

0

0

0

0

0

0

P sittacosis

0

0

0

0

0

0

Rabies

0

0

0

0

0

0

Smallpox:

0

0

0

0

0

0

Tetanus

0

0

0

0

0

0

T r ichinosis

0

0

0

0

0

0

Tularemia

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other rare diseases

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other ( if unusual
number of cases)

0

0

0

0

0

0

(1)

amoebic and bacillary dysentery a.nd salmonellosis

-
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REMARKS:

Re : Case of Herpes Encephalitis
During the month of October, Dr. C . E. van Rooyen, Virologist, reported a
death from encephalitis. Cliillcally the case resembled Eastern Equine
Encephalitis. Xo Yirus was recovered from the spinal fluid. Tissue remoYed
at autopsy from the cortex, brain stem and lung were also studied . From the
cortex a transmissable viral agent was recoYered on human amnion cells.
Four litters of young mice were inoculated during the tudy. Specimens of
mouse brain emulsion and human amnion tissue culture were forwarded to
another laboratory for expert assistance in diagnosis. The Yirus isolated \vas
identified as herpes simplex.

CHLORPROMAZINE JN THE TREATMENT OF BRONCHIAL
ASTHMA AND PULMONARY EMPHYSEMA*
Clinical experiences with the u se of Thorazine in 35 patients with bronchial asthma and 1 or chronic pulmonary emphysema are reported. The effect
on minute volume of respiration and arterial blood gases and pH, was determined in 21 patients with chronic diffuse obstructive pulmonary emphysema.
It is concluded that the drug may be safely and effectively administered,
either singly or in combination with known bronchodilator agents, in the
therapy of paroxysms of bronchial asthma. In chronic pulmonary emphysema, chlorpromazine appears to be a useful adjunct, in combination with intensive therapy designed to correct pulmonary ventilation.
Baum, G. I., Schotz, S. A., Gumpel, R. C .. ond Osgood, C .. Diseases of the Ches t. 32 :574-579, 1957.
*From Medical Abstracts. December, 1957.

SURGICAL TREATMENT OF DISSECTING ANEURYSM*
The authors offer a modification of the method devised by DeBakey,
Cooley and Creech for dissecting aneurysm. The outer coat of the dissected
wall is divided transversely. the posterior wall being left intact. After gentle
loosening of the clamps and milking of the aorta, the cJot in the outer chamber
is removed. The distal spli t coats are sutured together with -o, 4-0 arterial silk.
The proximal outer coats of the dissected aortal wall are sutured to the f'ntire distal reconstituted wall, which will then allow blood to flow proximally
in both the outer dissected channel and in its true path into the reconstituted
distal aorta.
Gilman, R . A., and Bailey, C. P .. Journal of Thoracic Surger}', 33: 670, 1957.
•From Medical Abstracts, December, 1957.
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Maritime Medical Care Reduces
Group Requirements
For a number of years past it has been apparent to the Administration
of Maritime .':\1edical Care that, due to the fact that this coYerage was sold
only on a group basis (groups of ten or more, with one employer) , Maritime
Medical Care was not readily available to a large percentage of XoYa Scotians.
In order to correct this situation to some extent, the ' Individual Plan" was
introduced two years ago. This plan has not bee1.1 particularly well recei...-ed,
due to necessary actuarial restrictions in the cont.-act and waiting periods, and
it ,...-as ob,ious that some other course must be adopted in order to make
M .:L\I.C. generally available.
A lowering of group requirements appears to be the obYious answer. As
of November 1st, 1958, l\L l\LC. mil now be made aYailable to groups of five
to nine persons employed by a common employer. Rates will be slightly
higher than the standard group contract (co,·ering ten or more employees) in
order to offset the greater risks inherent in small groups but. the actual contract
will be the same. It is felt that this contract will greatly increase enrolment
in the smaller provincial centres and eventually prove vcr~· beneficial to participating physicians who practise in those areas.

Society Meeting
At the Annual ::V1eeting of the Pictou County
28, 1958, the following officers were elected.

~fodical

Society held ::\lay

President
-Dr. V. H. T . Parker, Stellarton.
Vice-President
-Dr. J . A. Fraser Young, Pictou.
Secretary-Treasurer-Dr. J. H. Fraser, \\estville.
Nominee to Executive Committee of The Medical ociety of Xova Scotia
-Dr. F. J. Gran...-ille, Stellarton.
Nominee to Nominating Committee The l\Iedical Society of NoYa ScotiaDr. W. A. l\facQuarrie, Trenton; alternate, Dr. S. D.
Dunn, Pictou.
Mediation Committee-Drs. V. H. T. Parker and J . A. F . Young.
Representative to Maritime Medical Care Inc.-Dr. H . B. Whitman, Stellarton.
At the annual meeting of the Pictou County ~Iedical Society on ~fay 28,
1958, their confreres honoured and congratulated Doctor J. C. Ballem of New
Glasgow and Doctor W. A. ~facLeod, :L\I.L.A. of Hopewell on haYing reached
fifty years in the practise of medicine. They were presented with a scroll
commemorating the occasion and a small memento. Both Doctors responded
in a manner that was appreciated by all present and added much to the enjoyment of the meeting.
J. H. Fraser, :M.D., Secretary.

